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the beasy crack is a powerful tool used to perform crack growth simulations. crack growth is
performed at each point on the crack front and the corresponding load and crack growth are

integrated to determine the crack front position. this is typically used as a complete solution in which
the crack growth and ultimate crack length are determined. crack growth can be predicted using

either the strain energy density (sed) or the maximum principal stress (mps) criterion. crack growth
directions are generally predicted using either the strain energy density or maximum principal stress

criterion. load spectrum data can be generated using a number of supported industry formats
including block spectrum, sequential, multi-axial, and others. a variety of crack growth relationships

(e.g. paris, nasgro, etc) are also available to compute da/dn rates. with beasy software, you can
analyze the crack growth history for an engineering structure. specifically, you can identify the crack

initiation sites and then simulate crack growth to determine a more accurate assessment of the
structure's lifespan. crack growth simulations can be performed for damage scenarios that are static
or dynamic, and on complex geometries that include cracks and defects. crack growth data can be
used for predictive maintenance planning and proactive crack inspection. for example, using the

beasy crack path predictive capability, a crack inspector could navigate an inspection device along
an inspection route and simulate the crack growth during inspection. the crack growth data collected

could then be used to guide the inspector to identify and prioritize the most critical areas of the
asset to inspect. with a beasy crack growth simulation, the number of crack initiations and the crack
propagation rate can be determined by simulating multiple damage scenarios. this can help optimize

the structure's lifespan, and identify areas of the structure that need to be repaired or replaced
before a catastrophic failure occurs.
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